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·the locus Ill' cot:nitive-developlllelltallhcories). il call provide sOllie Ie'lds on how
In deal with overt aclions in Ihe lIIoral realm. This approach details lhe lcalllles
of lhe operant-learning paradiglll to explain the very same phenomena in the
lIIoral reall1llhal nonhehavioral cognilive and olher theories have largeled, at lhe
sallie tillle Ihal il attempls to rill in lhe delails that Kohlherg's and Piager's
cognilive-dcvclopmcnlal poslulalcs require.

People oflen find thelllselves in positions in which Ihey must choose between
convenient consequences. signifieanl rewards, or even saving Iheir own lives
and the alternatives of inconvenient or noxious consequences such as foregoing
these rewards, or even being subjected to torture or death. Some individuals
oflen select lhe laller unpleasant alternatives which, at first glance. seem irra-
lional or al leasl puzzling. Insofar as lhe choices Icad to delrimental conse-
quences when hehavior Ihat avoids these consequences or lead to beneficial
consequcnces readily could have been emilled, sociely often admires thelll for
Ihese acts. It has even heen argued lhat the cohesiveness of sociely may depend
on such acts in which the customary relations between behavior and ils ovel1
consequences arc violaled. One or more of the overlapping lerms of moralily,
conscience. resistance to temptation, guill, allruism, empalhy. loyalty, and vir-
lue are often applied III such puzzling relations between behavior and its conse-
quences (Goldlamond, 1(68).

Although il may be assumed that all human beings are born wilh the polential
for developing moral behavior patlerns of one kind or another, the behavior-
analylic approach of this chapler emphasizes that lIIoral behavior is a result
ullimately of socio-environmental conlingencies effecled by the consequences
resulting from Ihe behavior. Because the behavior is learned, it can be modi-
fied/managcd, even reversed or eliminaled. Our presenl analysis focuses on the
process of acquisition of overt moral actions (including verbal rcasoning and
judgments) in terms of any slandard, without laking a pal1icular value perspec-
tive (e.g .• to distin[!uish "good" from "evil"), or appealing 10 absolute value
principles, developmental-stage notions, or dimensions of sociomoral knowl-
cdge.

Taking a behavior-analytic viewpoint of the processes involved, proposals arc
offered in this chapter ahout some processes involved in the acquisition and
performance of moral bchavior pallerns, including those Ihat may be paradox-
ical, public or private, physical or verbal (including reasoning and judgment),
and Ihat may denotc altruism. empathy. self-sacrifice. sharing. caring. con-
science, juslice, loyalty, and/or virtue. In a developmental context. Ihis func-
tional analysis descrihes hl;W the operant-learning paradigm can account for oolh
moral behavior and moral rules ,as outcomes of a condit"ioning process. II also



explicatcs how Ihose anluired rules Gill then operate 10 determine moral ad ion in
diverse conte xis (even acls thai, hy leading unamhiguously to apparent unpleas-
anI or aversive consequences, could seem paradoxical). Specilically, the pro-
posal is made Ihat operant-discriminative and -derivative imitalive processes
(ie., match-Io-sample, pervasive imilation) provide the hasis for mnch o( the
child's moral development. We emphasize that in prclinguistic children what
could he lerm "moral hehavior" is under the control of nonverhalizahle direct
contingencies andlaler, with advances in Ihe child's language skills, the oehav-
ior comes under the control of verhalizahle explicit rules (including both those
that arc self formulated and lhose that arc provided by others).

In the past 60 years, developmental research on young children's moral be-
havior has had a lwo-fold focus: on behavioral outcomes like lhose denoting
lying or cheating as well as tt.ose denoting prosocial and altruistic hehavior and
their determinants and anteccd;;nts (e.g., Eisenberg, Vol. 2, this Ilandbook;
Ekman, 1989; lIartshorne & r. ]'1)', 1928); and on reasOIlillg lhat has relied almost
exclusively on verhal judgmer"s and explanations about the right aClion to lake in
different hypothetical moral Ji;cmmas (Kohlherg, 1969, 1984; Piaget, 1932l.
That the cognitive-developmental approaches to moral development-which in
recent years have given the cnnceplUal area much of its tOile-have emphasized
not moral acts but expressed judgments and reasoning aootJl moral dilemmas,
has complicated the examination of the process of moral reasoning in pre-
language children and also has limited an understanding of the early mechanisms
operating in the acquisition of pallerns of moral action.

In contrast, this chapter outlines a conceptual approach to moral development
that emphasizes behavior-action outcomes in addition to those based on verhal
reasoning and judgment. Because the social-conditioning approach of this chap-
ter deals with action outcomes as well as antecedent and concurrent verbaliza-
lions of action, it provides some leads on how to deal with overt actions in the
moral realm. In this endeavor, accounl is taken of two of Kohlberg's (I (66)
assumptions: that imitation/identification provides the pasis for early nile learn-
ing and thus for later moral judgment and behavior; and that "internal schcmes"
or "cognilive slructures" regulate action. On Ihe laller maller, lhe casc is made
herein that such theoretical cognitive-developmental conceptions as "slruc-
lures"/"schemes" arc similar to our conception of fJonverbalized rules (also
temled implicit rules). Using a different heuristic, the social-conditioning ap-
proach outlined herein fills in the details that Kohlberg's and Piagel's cognitivc-
devclopmcntal poslulates require, at lhe very same limcthat it dctails thc features
of the operant-learning parad.g"l to explain the very same phenomena that non-
behavioral cognitive and otlll:£ .heoretical approaches have targeted.

In recenl decades, IllOSt in'Litigators in the field of Illoral developmenl have
subscribed to nonbehavioral :"gnitive positions, devoting lillie interest 10 the
study of overt, particularly nor-verbal, Illoral behavior. Instead, theoretical and
research emphasis has been placed on the analysis of moral reasol1lng and judg-



menl via lhe study of the child's verbal explanations. Moreover, the mechanisms
and IUllllamenlal extrinsic operations respomible lor the acquisition of the mOlal
acls, such as reilliorcemenllpunishmenllextinction, and derivative imitative pro-
cesses (e.g., match-to-sample, pervasive imitation), as well as the distinction
hctween contingency-shaped and rule-governed hehavior, have heen for the most
part overlooked. And when those Icaming processes have been invuked, they arc
oflen confounded with Bandura's (1977) conceptualizalions of "observational"
and "vicarious" learning (as used also by Mischel, 1973), or appear to be
relegaled to operating at "slage three" of Kohlberg's slage theory of moral
developmenl (Kohlberg, 1969, IlJ7lJ).

In Curllfilst, our presenl examinalion of the acquisilion of moral behavior
pallerns places emphasis on the analysis of functional relalions between environ-
mental contingencies on the individual's behavior. Our focus is on eXlrinsic
stimuli thaI, when provided eonlingently on particular response classes, shape,
increase or decrease their rate (or any olher allribute, like latency, amplitude, or
duralion) (those stimuli being termed reinforcers or punishers), showing how
varialions in environmental conditions comprising the social cunlext can afrecI
and control the child's sociomoral behavior in contex!. Emphasis is also placed
un the acquisiliun of rules lhat become functional for the child's moral behavior.
But firsl, some similarilies and differences belw~en two major approaches to
moral developmenl arc highlighled in lhe section Ihat follows.

COGNITIVE-DEVELOPMENTAL AND SOCIAL-
CONDITIONING APPROACHES TO MORAL BEHAVIOR

CONTRASTED

A Misconception about Mechanistic and Organismic
World View Differences

The theoretical assumplions aboutlhe basic characteristics of moral development
and Ihe interprelalions of observations depend on the lheoretical approach em-
ployed and ils underlying world view. Despite his adherence to construclivist
I'iagetian theory, Kohlberg's cognitive-developmental approach to moral devel-
opment cannot be classified as organismic in lhe convenlional sense, but seems
tll represenl a combination of aspects of lhe mechanislic and organismic models.
Peppcr (1942) has proposed that there arc four world-view hypotheses, namely
mcchanism, forrnism, conlexlualism, and organicism, that every philosophic
system is huilt upon a rool metaphor drawn from the world of common sense
(i.e., the machine, the living organism, or the historic evenl), and thaI the world
hypothcsis favon:d by a theury altcmpts to explain all facts. Behavior analysis
has oftcn been characlcriled as mcchanislic (Overton & Reesc, 1973, also see
Gcwirtz & Boyd, 1976; Lemer, 1976; Reese & Overton, 1970) despite the fact



that, as applied to child development in particular, behavior analysis recognizes
ilself III he (III/(extul!l;s(i( in world view (llayes, 1988; Morris, \988). Generally
speaking, developmental psychologists have championed organicism over mech-
anism. Unfortunalely, nonbehavioral developmentalists (e.g., Dixon & Lerner,
1988, p. 27; Sameroff, 1983, p. 247) have insisled on conceplualizing and
misclassifying behavior analysis and S-R learning theory as being mechanistic,
lhat is as " ... adhering 10 a world view inherenlly incapable of representing
human developmenl in adequale fashion" (Morris, \988, p. 291). It has been
said lhat behavior analysIs see the child as molded by lhe environment without
assuming any particular direction to development (e.g., Mussen, Conger, &
Kagan, 1974, p. 65) and lhat developmenlal behavior analysts see lhe child as a
passive organism that does not contribule to his or her own developmenl (e.g.,
Lerner, 1976, p. 279). Modem learning devclopmentalists strongly reject this
misclassification in contemporary psychology (llijou, 1979; Morris, 1988).

Behavior theory considers bOlh the organism and the environmenl to be ac-
tive, and conceives the two to be an inseparable, interdependent unit (Ilijou,
1979). The focus of social-conditioning theory is on sequential and reciprocal
(efficienl/material) causality involving units of the individual's behavior in in-
teraclion wilh units of ilS c.lvironmenl in which mostly-social conlingencies
produce and maintain beha"it.r. The child's responses are seen as in conlinuous
dynamic interaction with st'muli that constitute his/her functional environment.
As slated by Hull (1943) ". , . both environment and organism arc active; the
environment acts on the organism and the organism acts on the environment" (p.
16), Specifically, stimuli act en the child's responses while the child's responses
act on and modify environmental units (i.e., "behavior") (Bijou, 1979), The
behavior-analytic approach can be classified perfectly well under contextua/ism
in world view, in which the underlying root metaphor is the historical event:
"Each interaction is the unique product of past activity in current context, as
well as being the historical context for the next interaction (Morris, \988, p.
292)." For our present analysis, contrasting the cognitive-developmental and
social-conditioning approaches in terms of world-view differences is difficult
since both approaches agree on several assumptions, in particular that moral
behavior is the product of interaction between the individual and the environ-
menl, and thaI behavior is determined by both environmenlal and organismic
faclors. In this contexl, world-view metaphors are disregarded and emphasis is
placed entirely on how the two approaches deal with the acquisition/develop-
ment of the child's moral behavior.

Similarities and Differences Between the Two
Approaches

As nOled, the construclivisl cogniti\'e-de\'e!opmental and the objectivist learn-
illg·developmental social-co.1Llitioning theoretical approaches to moral develop-
ment appear Llisparate. Neve 1'.eless, bOlh perspectives seem 10 have a number of



similar implications for studying. the direction of effects in interaction. In this
section, we identify some similarities hetwecn these two approaches that imply
similarities in data organization and predicted outcomes as well as point out some
differences.

Some S;mi!lJr;f;eJ. First, for behavior-analytic theory "causes" are to be
found in the functional rclations among antecedent or concurrent environmental
events thaI raise or lower the incidence (or another allribule) of a hehavior unit
(Skinner, 1953). At the same time, such faeturs might connote to cognitive-
structural theorists facilitative or inhibitory effecls on the fonnal course of the
child's moral devclopmenl. Second, the appearance that cognitive theories em-
phasize "structures" and that behavior theories do not is a trivial distinction
between the two perspectives: All theories function as if there arc residues of
selective cltperience ("internal structures/schema" in cognitive-developmental
theory, discriminative stimuli, and discrimination/learning in social-condition-
ing behavior theOlY) that control, account for, or impact upon subsequent action,
though behavior theories do not require the formal positing of "struc-
tures/schema for its behavioral descriptions." Kohlberg (1969, pp. 404-405)
showed a misunderstanding of this feature and, at the same time was unconstruc-
tive, in his criticism of behavior theories as deficient simply because they do not
formally posit "structures" and, on that sole basis, must not have a required
mechanism for organizing across time the implications of the organism's experi-
ence for its subsequent interaction with the environmenl.

Some Differences. TIlc cognitivc-developmental and social-conditioning ap-
proaches divergc in scveral ways. First, they differ in how they approach and
explain the mechanisms underlying action, how the child's moral reasoning
relates to action, how 1II0ral behavior comes under the control of environmental
evenls and ultimately of rules, and whether or not a universal, invariant pro-
gression of "stages" orders hierarchically lIIoral developlllent. For leaming-
developmental approaches like that of social-conditioning being highlighted
herein, whether or nor moral behavior could be ordered in terms of an invariant
progression of behavior pallerns (" stages") is an interesting but passing mailer;
and, if such an order would he found, explanation very likely would be altempled
in lerms of common learning histories and not invariant universal slages. Ac-
cording to Kohlberg's (e.g., 1969) conslructivist view, the organism's "cog-
nitive slructures" refer to rules for processing information or connecting experi-
enced events. Social conditioning assumes lhat the "connections structures" 10
which Kohlberg has referred result from interrelations among stimulus and re-
sponse functions, and lhat they may be formed in the child when its behavior
becomes associated with discriminative stimuli (in context) and consequences
(evcn whcn the consequcnce for a bl;havior is selected from· an array, e.g., in
decision making or choice among moral preferences). Thus, any comprehensive



theoretical approach 10 moral developmentl1lust recogni7.e Ihe hisloriral context,
that an individual's history of social conlingencies would likely be a dclerminanl
of the lormalion of rules and for their selection. As will be noled in a later
seclion, anolher way of looking al rules is as verbal behavior in the sellSe Ihat
behavior governed by rules has a history of reinforcemenl exclusively through
Ihe mediation of mila persons (Skinner, 1957, 19(9). This unique history of
individuals results in interindividual dirrerences in Ihe acquired moral behavior
pallerns and moral rules (self-generated or provided by an inslructing agenl/that
ultimately corne to govern mu;;l: of their moral behavior.

Second, the two approache~ t·.~moral development contrasted diverge on their
epistemological orientalions, ~;ing either absolutistic or relativistic. Thus,
Kohlberg's approach to mon: ;jevelopment is absolutist, stressing universal
moral principles and principJ.. c thinking; in conlrast, the social-conditioning
approach is relalivistic, slress'"g the conlexts and consequences of action in
moral development (Kurtines & Gewirtz, 1984). From a relativistic perspective,
what makes given acts, and the antecedent and concurrent verbal rationalizations
that orten accompany those moral acts "right" or "wrong," sIems proximally
from the contingencies for them provided by significant environmental agencies
(e .g., parents, leachers). That is, like any behavior, individual moral actions allli
judgments come under the innuence of anticipated benericial or detrimental
~onsequences, Such moral responses are, hence, not romantic expressions of
moral goodness or principled thinking but rather involve an increasingly sophisti-
cated sense of how to further one's long tenn interesls (Liebert, 1984). TIle-
oretical discourse in the behavioral field has been derined by a set of nOn1lative
assumplions that are representative of the relativistic and empiricist tradition in
moral theory (e.g., Burton, 1984; Liebert, 1984; Mischel & Mischel, 1976).
(See Kurtines, Alvarez, & Azmitia, 1990, for an analysis of diverse theoretical
perspectives to moral development.)

Some Conclusions, Despite such differences, the cognitive-developlr enlal
approach and the learning-developmental social-conditioning approach are more
compatible than they first appear. As earlier noled, some theoretical issues
separating the two approaches s1em from the different mechanisms they use to
describe/explain the determin;m,s and process of moral-behavior change. It is
evident that the cognilive-deve :(,)mental theories have been rather imprecise in
accounling for the acquisition I and changes in, the child's moral action pal-
terns. Thcy have devcloped at; ~islic with mental "structures" or "schcmas"
as devices for organizing the C,lIscs/outcomes of thc child's moral bchavior
dcvclopmcnt. In addition, Koj,J;'erg has verbalized the assumption that moral
judgmcnts should correlate gcnerally wilh, and hence prcdict, moral behavior.
Evcn so, as yet no developmental theory, much less a theory of moral develop-
ment, has detailed explicitly how reasoning processes Icad (0 moral action. In
this connection, we should note that it is nol our intentioil in this chapter so much



10 c1arily if allll how Ihe chilli's rcasolllllg processes Ieau lu mural acls. or if HIIlI
how Ihe child's 1II0rai reasoning and velh.dilldglllenls should curn:lale wilh
HClions, as 10 dcscribe lhe mc(/w"iJfII.1 inv\)lved III the origins of those ads
(consideriljg lIIoral Judgmenls to be ovel1 verbal rcsponses), and Ihe derivalive
mIlo'S Ihar cOllie 10 guide and control them.

In Kohlhcrg's ( 19Ho1) view. for aClions (0 he termed moral lhey musl involvc
an internal lIIoral cogllilion or judgmcnl complHlcnl lhal musl be asscssed ui-
reclly. In parallel fashiun, our social-condilioning approach to lIIoral aclion is
open 10 lhe possibility of Ihe aClor's lhinkinglreasolling/Juuging affeCling or
rcfaling to uvel1 lIIoral aClion. Ovel1 lIIoral reasoning anu judgmenls may be
precursors of. concurrenl wilh, and/or oulcomes of moral acts. If such responses
remain COVCI1.Ihey can be (aken into accounl funclionally insofar as Ihey are
capable of being inuexed by ovel1 behaviors. From a behavioral vanlage. such
behaviors would be Ihoughl likely 10 serve more as concurrenl refleclions of the
process leading 10 Ihe aClion Ihan as proximal delemlinants of Ihal aClion. Dy
elllphasizing eXlemal variables. a behavior analysis moves away from Ihe sup-
posed inner activilies and privale evenls Ihal arc inaccessible 10 observers and
can only complicate analyses uf lhe proces~~s lhal accounl for the child's moral,
or any other, behavior. The behavior-analytic approach oUllined in lhis chapler is
characlerized by lhe general assumplion Ihal the detemlinanls of moral aclion can
be isolated by an analysis of observable conditions of the past and presenl lhat
have opelalcd relalive 10 moral actions. such as conlexts and consequences
(reinforcemenl history). withoUl recourse to complex cognilive lheorelical con-
slmcts and unobservable inner delerminants. A pel1inCnl example is a popular
behavioral analysis of children's lying and how parenls can encourage Imlh-
fulness (Ekman, 1989).

Because reinforcement is the cenlral engine of the behavior change denoting
learning in the learning-developmcntal social-condilioning operanl approach 10
moral developmenl, a brief schemalic survey of lhe assumplions, mechanisms,
and derivative concepts involved is given here prior 10 our presentation of lhe
delerminanls of the aClions of the child thaI could be termed moral.

The concept of reinforcemenl under the funclional analysis employed in oper-
ant learning is slraightfurward (Catania & Hamad, 1988; Skinner, 1938. 1953,
1l)69, 197.1, 19HI). In operant-learning. numerous and diverse definitions for
envlronmenlal and behavioral evenls arc pussible in a behavior arena. A func-
lHlnal analysis examines lhe relalions belwec;n specific sels of operational defini-
tions of lhese terms, if any, allending 10 systemalic changes in some allribute



(e.g., r<1l~,amplilUllc, latell~Y, illl~llSity, durationl of Ih~ behavior \lull under
sluJy as a funl'lion oflhe enviwnllienlal-evenl IInil conlingent upon iI, l'lJlnpareJ
10 when Ihe environmenlal-~venl unil is nor so presellled. The change iJenlifieJ
Ilypil"ully laken 10 denole learning) confirms lhe functIOnal ulilily of lhe Jefini-
lions of lerms anJ Ihe unils useJ and juslifies the conling<;nl evenl heing leolled
"Ihe reinforcing slimulus" or "reinforcer" for the hehavioral event lhat is
lermed lhe "response" or Ihe "operan!." Further, the discriminalive evenl in
whose presence a response is followed by a reinforcing conlingency acquires Ihe
role of a discriminalive stimulus or contextual cue thaI sels Ihe occasion for Ihe
emission of Ihal response in Ihe fUlllre.

In use, Ihe reinforcemenl eonceplion implies nothing more Ihan Ihal eXlrinsic
environmental-eventunils exisl which, when made conlingenl on behavior-event
units (i.e., response classes), will systematically increase Ihe rales (or olher
allribules) of some of Ihose response classes. The process wherein presenlalions
of conlingent environmenlal-event units resulls in syslemalic response-unit in-
creases is temled positiye reinforcemelll, with the contingenl events leoneJ
positil'e reinforcers. The p.ocess wherein presentations of contingent environ-
menIal evenls resull in syst:matic response-unit decreases (or Icad 10 avoidance
or escape) is termed posiri.·e or Type I punishment, wilh Ihe conlingent evenls
leolled punishing stimuli or punishers. Two olher major processes are also rele-
vant. The process wherein the removal of environmental events conlingenl on
response unils resulls in syslemalic response-unil Increases is termed negative
reinforcement, with the events contingently removed temled negative reinfor-
cers. Finally, the process wherein the removal or elimination of environmental
events contingent on response units results in systematic response-unit decreases
is temled negative or Type /I punisJrment (Morse & Kelleher, 1977). We shall
emphasize primarily the role of differential posjtive reinforcement in the shaping
and acquisition of moral behavior in the sections that follow.

In Ihe above frame, a corollary is that reinforcing (or punishing) stimuli need
not funclion under all conditions for every response; a contingent-event unit that
funclions as a reinforcer (or punisher) for one response unit need not function as
a reinforcer (or punisher) for that same response unit under every other con-
lexlual-selling condition or for any olher response unit; and the fact Ihan an
environmenlal-event unit functions as reinforcing slimulus for a response unit in
a particular context does nol preclude its functioning in different slimulus roles in
olher contexts for the same, or for anolher, response unit (Catania, 1973;
Gewirtz, 1971a, 197ib, 1972).

The mechanisms Ihat account for moral behavior are conceived to operale al
all developmental levels, from the earliesl phascs of Ihe child's life. In the
scc(Jons thaI follow, lwo main processes for the acquisllion and funclioning of
moral behavior are delineated and contrasted. The first process Jiscussed is
direct co/lti/lRellcy-sJrapeJ .~.,J"ROI'enred moral behavior and ils Jerivalive im-
itative mcchanisms; the scnd is ru(e-Rovenred moral behavior.



Contingency-Shaped Moral Behavior
and its Mechanisms

Contingency-shaped behavior units (operants) are given meaning and strength-
ened by those of their direct consequences Ihat function as reinforcing stimuli
(Skinner, 1966, 1969). The acquisition of stimulus control over behavior Iefined
"moral" is affected by such contingent consequences for that behavior in the
presence of a discriminative (cue) controlling stimulus. Often the contingencies
applied to moral hchavior units involve contents that refer to, or specify, rights,
dUlies, and/or obligations, and are typically applied by reinforcing agents in
terms of societal or reference-group slandards. Due to a history of an operant
response class having been repeatedly followed by reinforcing-stimulus con-
tingencies, the behavior unit will increase systematically in some allribute in the
presence of a discriminative stimulus (in this way denoting conditioning). On
that basis, immediate and long-term consequences for a behavior in an environ-
mental context become, as it were, anticipated by a child. In this frame, much of
what is termed moral behavior involves responses (including verbal ones) that
have been shaped and mainlained by positive consequences (e.g., approval,
acceptance, praise) or responses that avoid or eliminate aversive consequences
(e.g., disapproval, rejection, punishment).

As their b-.:havior repertoires become increasingly complex. children become
able to discriminate both the immediate, and the delayed long-term. conse-
quences of their actions. The direct contingencies produce the outcome of chil-
dren learning to "anticipate" the consequences of a given action-that is, w/rich
consequences prevail in a particular selling, and how, when, and by w/rom these
consequences would be applied. Thus. a systematic focus on environmen-
tal/controlling variables requires the study of stimulus-response processes in
earlier and contemporaneous contexts. Our emphasis thus far has been focused
on child moral behavior. both verbal and overt action, that is shaped, modified
and/or maintained by direct consequences of that behavior. In a later section, we
examine how the child's actions come increasingly to be controlled and directed
by explicit and implicit rules and. also, by remote rather than direct reinforce-
ment or punishment contingencies. But first. in the following section the differ-
ent classes of imitative mechanisms responsible for acquisition of the child's
moral behavior which involve behavior shaped by its direct consequences are
outlined and discussed.

Much of moral behavior, moral values, and moral roles are acquired through a
process of illlilal;oll. While "re,nexive" imitation occurs immediately following
birth and thcn <Ippcars to decrease during laler development, "Imc" imilation is
shown Jaler during Ihe first ye<lr and suhselJuently (Ulgiris, 198 I). Infants first



perform imitative acts that arc malched to the behaviors of significant olhers (in
particular. caregivers) as models in their environmenl. Their imilative and vneal
responses can be intemlillenlly reinforced by Ihe hehaviors of these models ami
olhers. such as hy their contingent smiles and touches (c. g .• Rheingold, (icwir1l.
& Ross. 1959). allention. praise. reciprocal imitation (e.g .. Pehicz-Nogueras &
Gewirtz, 19R7), and Ihe like. Such contingencies can establish imitative-learninJ;
patterns in the infant's reperioire. Most of the time, these matching responses of
the infant are emilled i,/lI·,cdialely after the model's behavior. Delayed imita-
tion-where the child's r ..~.:)onse malched to the model's behavior is emitted
after lengthy delays, or in I.e model's ahsence-is seen in more dcvelopmcn-
tally-advanced children in \\ :der social conlexts. in the process of rule acquisi-
tion. role taking, and gro ..J inleraction, where the social-conditioning process
can involve more elaborate ronus of social interaction. These processes will be
discussed subsequently under the broader heading of pervasive imilalioll.

An historical note on identification can be helpful at this poinl. Idell/ijicaliOlI
has been used variously to refer to the process by which motives, moral values,
ideas. roles and conscience of an important other person (the model. a parent
usually of the same sex) are acquired by the child. Freud (1933) regarded identi-
ficalion as the process by which "one ego becomes like another one. which
results in the first ego behaving _ .. in certain respects in the same way as Ihe
second; it imitales it and, as it were. takes it into itself (p. 90)." On an earlier
occasion, Freud (1920) used imitation as the outcome. and index, of idenlifica-
lion (Gewirtz, 1991). When assumed in Freud's approach to result from com-
plete instrumental dependence upon, and an emotional tie (attachment) to. the
model (typically the parenl). identificalion has been tenned "anaclitic." At Ihe
same time, it was assumed that "defensive" or "aggressive" identificalion
resulted from fear of punishment (even fear of castration in the boy) from the
model figure (of the same gender as Ihe child), with the child avoiding the
punishment by becoming like the model.

Pervasive Inrilalioll. under our functional-analytic approach. it has heen
proposed thaI a substantbl proportion of the phenomena grouped under the
concept of identificalion I.~ i be ordered by the concept of pervasive imitation.
For thaI concept, the distil: con between identification and imitation is to a large
degree an arbilrary seman lone, with no fundamental differences in the way in
which they are learned. I' ,/ social-conditioning analysis, the major reason we
would prefer to use a sin!,k teml like pervasive imitation is to preclude misin-
terpretalions and to facilitJIl: the filling of existing and future dala on identifica-
tion processes inlo a framework thaI allows us more easily to tic in olher impor-
tant aspects of the learning process (Gewirtz & Slingle. I96H).

In a behavior frame. identification as pervasive imitative Icarning refers to the
selective process wherehy a child acquires a range of the behavior repel10ry 01 a
parent (usually the parenl 01 the same gender as lhe child), including behaviors



connoling l1Ioral values, alliludes and slandards. Kohlherg's (1969; Kohlberg &
Oiessner, 199 I) pO:i1ulation of idenlificalion as the basis lor early rule learning
and lherefore laler moral reasoning and behavior could be reduced par-
simoniously 10 lhe concept of conditional responding, wilh imitalion a functional
malching·response class comprised of diverse responses matched to a parenl-
model's behaviors. Such condilional responses can be emilled by the child afler
lenglhy delays or in lhe model's absence, and can be acquired and maintained by
eXlrinsic reinforcing slimuli usually provided intemlillently by the parent's or
olher adult's reactions to the child's actions (Gewirtz 1969, 1971a, 1971 b;
Gewirtz & Slingle, 1968). The child's moral behavior is controlled similarly in
bOlh the immediale- and delayed-imitation cases. In the immediate case, lhe
child's behavior is controlled by the stimuli discriminated in the situation. In
delayed imilation, the child's moral behavior is controlled by the discriminative
matching of lhose stimuli present in lhe immediate conlext with the stimuli lhat
were present in an earlier context in which the model's actions were emilled. The
discriminated stimuli serve, as it were, to prompt and in that way reinstate part of
the original situalion.

The cognilive-developmental approach to identification (Kohlberg 1963,
1969; Kohlberg & Diessner, 1991) and the social-conditioning model of per-
vasive imilation as idenlification (Gewirtz, 1978, 1991b; Gewirtz & Stinglc,
1968) can agree in viewing the phenomena connoting identificalion as involving,
first, the child's moral and other behavior being matched to those of a specific
other with whom the child has a salient relationship and, in that sense, an
"allachment" or "bond" and, second, a tendency of the child to imitate the
behaviors across sellings and relatively lengthy periods of time. 11ms, the child's
behavior becomes like the parenl's, matching all about him/her including behav-
iors connoting his/her moral standards, as well as verbal judgments and moral
actions.

In the cognitive-developmental approach to identification, the individual in-
ternalizes the moral values and rules of parents and other significant figures
without lhe conlinuing availability of adult responding. Also, Kohlberg saw
identification as a "motivated disposition" because of the intrinsic properties of
perceived Similarity of the actor to the model. On the other hand, in the social-
conditioning approach to identificalion phenomena and the underlying process
(Gewirtz, 1969; Gewirtz & Stingle, 1968), it was dClailed how, whal are lO
Kohlberg (and, incidentally, to Bandura, as is laler noted) "inlrinsically-rein-
forced" imilalive responses, in realily may depend enlirely upon inlenniuent
extrinsic reinforcement from the significant-figure model and others. Thus, im-
itative moral behaviors can be emilled in the absence of the model, as in delayed
imitation. As noted, the child focuses ils pervasive imitation on at least one
model and imitates not only a range of the model's overt moral behaviors, but
also lhe behaviors implied in such general dispositions as moral values, prin-
ciples, slyles, motives, as wSIi as moral judgments.



M'l/dl-lo-SlIl/lflle. An efficienl paradigm 10 account for such imitative-
malching phenolllena can be provided by a conditional-responding conception
such as is involved in the malching-Io-sample paradigm (Cumming & Ber-
ryman, 1965; Gewirtz, 1971a, 1971b; Gewirtz & Slingle, 1968). In a simple
discrimination-Ieaming task, the presence of a single discriminative-stimulus
attribute (S[) sets the occasion for reinforcement of the single "correct" re-
sponse. In a conditional-discrimination situation, the correct response for rein-
forcement is defined on the basis of Ihe relationship of Ihe attributes of two or
more stimuli; for instance, the subject's moral response in a social conlext
must match a conditional sample stimulus (e.g., the parent's behavior) for re-
inforcement. The discriminative stimulus for the child's response thus can
vary across discrimination trials, depending on the (usually preceding) condi-
tional stimulus. The condi:;onal stimulus comes to function not as a simple,
but rather as a differentiJ. cue for responding. Under this paradigm, a child
acquires the pattern of mt t.'ling its moral responses to those of the model (e.g.,
the parent), across occasi ) .s, as a result of these matched responses being ex-
trinsically reinforced by tI:r. model or others (e.g., "You are as generous as your
father").

Thus, acquisition of this imitative response class is thoughlto follow operant-
learning principles (Skinner, 1938), in particular that diverse child moral re-
sponses leading to equivalent consequences are functional members of the same
class-in this case, a matching-response class-and that the matching-response
class can become conditional (i.e., focused) on a particular model or situation,
the presence of which sets the occasion for extrinsic reinforcement of members
of that matching-response class. Moreover, because the matching-response class
of the child in ecologically valid settings is ordinarily followed only internlit-
tently by extrinsic reinforcement from the model and other adults, such matching
responses will often occur in the apparent absence of reinforcing contingencies.
To those observers unaware of the conditioning history of the matching-response
class in a child and, in particular, of the wider intermittent extrinsic-reinforce-
ment matrix in which that response class is embedded, such internlittently rein-
forced child imitations of moral behaviors can appear to be instances of the
"observational" or "vicarious learning" for which Bandura (e.g., 1969, 1971)
has argued. On this basis, there are problems in the application to moral or other
behavior of Bandura's social-learning conceptualizations, as well as of other
cognitive approaches. This is because such approaches to diverse, including
lIloral, behavior of the s"i;ect omit consideration of two features central to a
behavior analysis, namel.. I) the explicil occurrence of the behavior unit, and
(2) the extrinsic environrr: ;al contingency that follows the behavior unit. Thus,
Illodeling, "observation: i learning," and "vicarious" and "self-reinforce-
ment" cannot be meanin~ '\ within an operant-learning frame because the larget
h<'!Illl'ior in the observer, ,ci.;ether with its controlling em/eeedent and eonsequen/
s/iml/li (i.e., the three-terill contingency pallem of stimulus-response-reinforce-



men!) Iypically arc nor idenlified. An eXlensivc analysis of such considerations
and limilalions of Bandura's model has been made elsewhere (Gewirtz, 1971h).

In sum. hehavior denoling moral slandards like honesly, juslice, loyally,
conscience, or public or private virtue such as allruism, caring, sharing, or
empalhy, can be foslered in appropriale environmental conlexts by Ihe child
being exposed repealedly 10 behaviors of models that can be characterized as
"honest," "resistanl to lemptalion," "altruislic," or Ihe like, and providing
reinforcing consequences conlingent upon Ihe child's matching responses. In
conlrast, behavior denoling moral slandards like dishonesty. greed, corruplion,
and/or selfishness can be foslcrcd by exposing Ihe child repeatedly 10 Ihe
model's behavior pallems characlcrized as dishonesl, greedy, corrupl, and/or
selfish. and providing reinforcing consequences conlingent on the child's malch-
ing responses. These matching behaviors Ihen would become part of Ihe child's
repertory of moral behaviors. bter in developmenl, the overt matching behav-
iors of the child could occur in lhe absence of the original model(s) and be
maintained by consequences medialed by the behaviors of diverse olhers con-
fonning to group nonns.

Role taking consists primarily of training the child (through differential con-
tingencies for compliance and noncompliance of role-pertinenl behaviors) to
discriminale the characteristics of, and exhibit. specific behaviors required for a
particular role. Role laking can involve the reinforced imilation of a set of actions
of an innuential model directly relevanl 10 the class of which lhe model is a
member. In the context of roles relevant to moral behavior, these responses could
include those that denote upholding high ~ehavioral standards that preclude
transgression. prosocial behaviors such as concern for others. sharing, coopera-
tion, and/or negotiation in a variety of social sellings. This class of responses
comprising Ihe individual role may be controlled by a subset of specific rules in
some given contexts.

There is an important difference between rule-governed behavior and behavior
under the discriminalive stimuli that come to control ordinary direct contingency-
shaped instrumental rcsponses as well as matching responses. In particular,
much of what we tenn moral behavior appears rule governed rather than con-
tingency shapcd. BUI before starting an analysis of moral behavior controlled by
rules, the concepl of rule-governed behavior must be defined and contrasted with
the direcl contingency-shaped behavior.

Rule-govemed behavior has been distinguished theoretically and experimen-
tally from behavior that is shaped directly and maintained by direct consequences
(Calania, 1985; Calania, Matthews, & Shimoff, 1988; Cerutti, 1989; Hineline &
Wanchisen, 1989; Ribes, 1987; Skinner, 1966, 1969; Zettle & Hayes, 19112).



According to Skinner's (1966) original distinction, rule-governed behavior is
discriminative responding shnped by reinforcement of rule following. It has been
proposed that rule-governed behavior can be modified by allering either its
antecedents, its consequences, or both. In contrast, contingency-shaped behavior
can be modified only by its c:Jr::iequences (specified by a contingency as well as
by stimulus changes correlate;; with Ihat contingency) compared to its absence.
Thus, however similar in for. I :ule-governed and contingency-shaped behaviors
may appear, their controlling r 'iables and functional properties may be different
(Cerulli, 1989, p. 260).

Rules have been described Hild interpreted in diverse ways in various arenas
by heterogeneous theorists. Apparently, the diverse interpretations have lead to
some confusion even within behavior analysis. MoSI behavioral theorists agree
on the notion that rule-governed behavior is discriminative responding that is
shaped by the reinforcement of rule following (Cerulli, 1989; Skinner, 1966).
Even so, after defining the conception of the rule, we will note in passing that
there are exceptions (e.g., Ribes, 1987; Schlinger, 1990; Schlinger & Blakely,
1987; Zctlle & lIayes, 1982).

The distinction between contingency-shaped behavior and rule-governed be-
havior was originally made by Skinner (1966), who identified rules as "con-
tingency-specifying stimuli". In Skinner's (1969) account, rule-governed behav-
ior is often determined by verbal behavior and therefore is only indirectly a
function of its consequences. Thus, the acquisition of verbal language is a
prerequisite. Rules can be formulated and provided by an instruclional agent or
be self provided. Skinner emphasized that the contingencies exist before the rules
are formulated, that rules must be backed by contingencies to remain functional
and that, allhough both contingency-shaped and rule-governed behavior are es-
tablished by contingencies, lhe controlling variables and functional properties
differ even when the behavior may be similar, if not identical, in fornl.

In cases where a behaviJr is rule-governed, that is under the control of
instructions that describe corJ·i:gencies (e.g., "Oon't ever steal again; it is bad,
a sin, you may go to jail"), !lie ;ndividual's behavior is not necessarily under the
control of the direct contingrr.;es or actual consequences specified in that in-
struction. In other words, tht i :dividual docs not need to experience the conse-
quences specified by the insti'n:tions for his/her behavior to stop occurring. In
this instance, it is likely that l:';,~behavior is under the control of parental disap-
proval or peer rejection if s/he steals, This case can illustrate behavior that is
maintained by contingencies of rule following and not by direct natural conse-
quences of Ihe action (since the child has never experienced being in jail.)

As noted earlier in the theoretical analysis of rule-governed behavior,the
functional difference between rule-governed behavior and conlingency-shaped
behavior is that rule-governed behavior can be modified by altering ils anleced-
ents; in contrast, conlingency-shaped behavior is modified only by its conse-
quences (when no verbal anlecedenls specifying contingencies are involved)



{( 'emlli, 19119). hmher, a mle may override lhe possible cffecls of reinforcers or
punishers as direr! consequences produced by the behavior in queslion (like in
lhe earlier example of going to jail) (Calania, Mathews, & Shimoff, 1988). This
insellsilivily of a response 10 uirecl consequences has been ucmonslrateu experi-
menially (Calania, Mallhews & Shimoff, 1982; Kaufman, 13amn, & Kopp,
1966; Lowe, Beasly, & Bentall, IlJ8J; Mallhews, Calania, & Shimof!', 1985;
Mallhews, Shillloff, Catania, & Sagvolden, 1977).

Tile insensilivily to direct consequences involves a relalive absence of conlrol
over the response by collateral consequences ((hose produced after the behavior
has been generated that accompany the consequences specified in the rule or
inslruclion). The role of these eollaleral consequences in detennining the inilial
1'0011 of responding is minimal when the behavior is under lhe conlrol of the rule
because of lhe behavior's sensitivity to contingencies of rule following that
shaped it (Cerutti, 1989). 'n addition, when accompanied by subject verbal
behavior (initiated via instructions or constituting overheard private talk), behav-
ioral perfornlance under conlingency control becomes more rule-governed than
contingency-shaped (Catania, Malhews, & Shimoff, 1988; Catania, Shimoff, &
Mathews, 1989). The paradox that accompanying verbal behavior can make
olher human acts less rather than more sensitive to their consequences has been
noted, as has the fact that rule-governed behavior is sensitive to contingencies
only to Ihe ex lent thaI verbal rules arc consistent wilh thelll. When this is not
so, the conlingencies thaI maintain the rule may override some consequences of
the behavior, in lhese cases by getting in lhe way. In this sense, verbal behav-
ior can be said to insulate behavior acts from their consequences (Catania et
aI., 1988).

Another difficulty involves detemlining if a behavior is governed by a particu-
lar rule, or if the rule is simply a collateral outcome (Zcllie & Hayes, 1982). In
other words, both lhe rule and the behavior it appears to govern could be joint
oulcomes of the same conlrolling variables. Despite this difficulty, one fact is
clear. The concepl of rule-governed behavior is needed because it accommodates
the description of complex behavior, like moral action, that is under lhe conlrol
of, and thaI can be modified by, antecedent verbal stimuli. Thus, effective rules
arc discriminative stimuli, but not all discriminalive stimuli are rules (Zellie &
Hayes, 1982), and whal is c/1Jciallo the dislinction is that rule-governed behav-
ior involves two dislinct sets of contingencies, those related directly to the
hehavior of interest and those related to verbal 3nlecedents of that behavior. In
this frame, it seems reasonable to follow Skinner's (1')69) proposition that rule-
governed behavior it is ohCII delennined by verbal behavior and only indirectly
by its conseyuences. The general notion involved is Ihat direct-conlillgency or
related cOlltlllgellCy"shaped behavior refers to conscquences that do not depend
upon social mediation-Catania el aI., 1988, 1989; Cerulli, 1(1)9; Skinner,
1966, pp. 244; Zcllie & lIayes, 1982.)



As earlier noled, moral behavior is behavior Ihat c<lnbe learned, and much of the
behavior leflned moral appears to be controlled by rules ralher than by direcl
conlingency shaping, particularly in children Ihat have already acquired language
and in aduhs. Moral behavior can be trained by parenls who foster empathy
through modeling or who prompt and reinforce such behavior pallerns as those
denoling caring, helping, kindness, sharing, responsibilily, and juslice. From the
behavior-analylical perspective, there is an important distinction between the pro-
cess of shaping and coming to mainlain a child's moral responses via direct con-
sequences and the proces~; vf indirect or remote consequences thaI govern Ihose re-
sponses in Ihe foml of a rule. There follow some examples in children of direcl
contingency-shaped mor ••1 hehavior as well as of rule-governed moral behavior.

To exemplify direct cGnlingency-shaped moral responses, consider a teacher
praising immediately a child's helping and sharing with a peer, for instance by
saying, while smiling and/or hugging him, "You're a good boy; you just did the
righl thing; you should always share wilh olhers and help them." (Smiling,
hugging and/or praising cOllfingent on the child's acts potentially could function
as reinforcers for the response class in queslion.) In conlrasl, consider a leacher
saying conlin gent on a child's having destroyed a peer's work, "You've acted
very badly; I don't like you when you behave like that!" The teacher's con-
lingent verbal reprimand can function as a punitive event for the child's ag-
gressive behavior if lhe subsequent rate of aggressive responses towards peers
decreases in the teacher's presence. Verbal behavior from the teacher can be, but
is not necessarily, a component of the direct-conlingency complex unil (i.e., it
docs not need to be part of the reinforcing or punishing evenls Ihat follow the
child's action). For inslance, the child's behavior of destroying a peer's work
may be followed by direct consequences from peers. The child's peers may not
play or share with him for a period after his destructive act.

In rule-governed behavior, the child's aClions are controlIed very differently.
For instance, the child's anticipation of what would happen if she/he would
disobey Ihe parent's or teacher's instruclion/order can be conlrolling her/his
behavior, ralher than the nalural consequences that would resull directly from
lhat action. That is, a child carrying out or not carrying oUI a given inslruclion
might bring on conseque,1(~s lhat differ markedly from Ihose following lhe
actio/l ilself. A requesl, ::uruclion, or command may specify behavior Ihat
implies consequences (avers·ve or punitive in the command or positive reinforc-
ing in lhe requesl). For insl J"ce, consider a child who has been loltl by lhe parenl
not 10 leave school sellings wilhout pennission and/or supervision because it
could be dangerous. When peers try 10 inOuence the child 10 skip classes and
leave school to go with them, the child decides not to do so. This child could be
more concerned wilh the consequences of disobeying parenlal and school rules,



than of the direct pleasant or delrimental consequences of leaving school sellings
wilh peers (i.e., having fun with them. missing classes, gelling behind acadelll-
ically. and/or being on the street unsupervised). The child's behavior is aClually
under the indirect control of parental/school inslructions and nol under the direct
conlrol of the natural contingencies of that action. In such inslances, il can he
said that rule-governed behavior has become "insensitive" to direct, nalural
contingencies, since indirecl consequences of rule following acquire greater
conlrol over rhe child's behavior and preelude the interaclion of such behavior
with otherwise natural direct consequences. This is an instance in which parenlal
instructions may insulate the child from experiencing the natural consequences of
her/his actions.

In addition of instructing the child on how to behave in a given circumstance,
parental verbal instructions may also describe for the child the consequences of
an action given that situatioll (Le., collateral consequences). Thus, parents and
teachers often relate to their children the consequences of their actions in given
circumstances under the assumption that the description of the contingencies for
alternative acts will produce/induce the "right" pattern of child moral behavior.
In a similar way, rules may acquire meaning for the child when lhe child acquires
and exhibils condilioned moral-action patterns in association/pairing with ante-
cedent parental instructions and/or with parental verbal rationales during or
immedialely after direcl contingency-shaped response acquisition. An explana-
tion given by the parents after lhe child's action typically specifies why the action
was right or wrong (according to the parents' standards), while reminding the
child of the steps and consequences that were involved. In exploring the differen-
tial functions of verbal stimuli (in the fonn of a self-made rule) in the acquisilion
of complex problem solving, the importance of verbal recognition by the child of
"exposed" relations (resulting from prompts to facilitate the child's explicit
evaluatiun of his/her responses, to appreciate how the responses relate to their
consequences) has been shown for the acquisition of the conditional discrimina-
tion task (Ribes, Penaloza, Moreno, Hernandez, & Hickman, 1988).

Parenl/teacher ralionales during and/or after the child's acts may increase the
effectiveness of a rule, specifically because the parental/instructor's verbal be-
havior may become a discriminalive slimulus for the child's action in the same or
similar conlexts. A simple illustration of how this process may operale follows:
A parenl says to the child conlingent on an action she has emitted: "Why did you
destroy your sisler's homework? It was wrong to do that. Now, you see, she is
upset wilh you because she has to redo her homework. Don't ever do it again! As
a consequence of your act, you lTIaynot watch television tonight". After several
pairings of the rationale (i.e., "It was wrong to do thaI") andlor instruclion
(" Don't do it again ") wilh lhe consequence (losing the privilege of watching
lelevision), the rule comes 10 precede and, hence, eontrollhc child's subsequenl
responses (to his sister) iri lhat context. Subsequently, anlicipaling the conse-
quence, the child is more likely to reconsider before acting (e.g., "I should not



destroy my sister's work, my mother says Ihat's wrong and I won't he ••hie to
watch television lonight). In this sense, rules for connecting experienced events
arc self·formed by Ihe child when Ihe child associates its I'f/rell'ior with c/isaimi·
II(/(il'e stimll/i and conseeji'eiwes (i.e., Ihe three·lenn·contingency association).
Thus, a rule may be concci,;;:d to be a conditional statement that specifics hoth
the conditions under whie'1 <J moral action is to be undertaken and the conse-
quences that may follow.

Moral development 01 the child is based on the accrual of an cxtensive
repertoire of acquired moral rules. Developmental level may be manifested in
her/his understanding and compliance with such verbal rules. In Ihe cognitive-
developmental literature, such children's rule-governed behavior, and the pat-
tern, quality, and extensiveness of the moral behavioral repertoires explained, is
onen characterized as being more or less "mature" or at a higher or lower stage
level of moral development (Kohlberg, 1969, 1976; Piaget, 1932), or as having a
relativistic or universal moral style of solving moral dilemmas (Kurtines, 1987).
In a like manner, research data on developmental changes in the child's percep-
tions of, or compliance with, moral rules are often inappropriately related to a
developmental stage level and/or to chronological age as explanatory causal
variables. But neither stage nor style characterizing a child's behavior, nor age
variables, provide a causal explanation for behavior. This is because stage refers
merely to the ordinal level of the child's behavior pallern within a sequential-
classification matrix; and, in itself, the "empty variable" chronological age
manifestly indexes neither causal nor ordinal-classification variables for behavior
(Baer, 1970; Gewirtz, 1969, 1978). Therefore, for a process analysis within a
social-conditioning perspective, neither developmental stage nor chronological
age can provide the required proximal indices of causes or processes of moral
development. Hence, these terms are available to provide only incidental con-
ceplUal leverage over the s':quential phenomena comprising the child's moral
development.

What in this chapter has been termed "morality" may be conceived as com-
prised of a complex of rule' that govern behavior, the developmental question
being how those implicit anJ explicit rules come to acquire discriminative con-
trol over the individual's "Ioral aClions. On the basis of rule acquisition and
subsequent experience, it is thought the child eventually abstracts out a second·
order rule or moral concept (which we conceive as knowledge of stimulus at·
tribules that control action) thaI can direct aClions in diverse contexts. Thus. the
rules Ihat operale to govern overt behaviors in a given context could be deter-
mined oy: first, their match to the current environmental siluation; second, their
past success; third, Ihe completeness with which they represent the current situa·
tion; and fourth, Ihelr relevance to other currently useful rules.

We should nole thaI the moral rules proposed oelow as components (If the
pattern of lhe child's moral oehavior serve as heuristic devices in a process
analysis of moral action. The explicit rules thaI can conlrol and direct action in



lhe hehavioral approach (niles th;ll will he explicaled in the nexl seclion) could
be seen as conslructs of a similar order as the schemas/S1ruclUres of lhe cog-
nitive-developmenlal approach. though rules arc concepls lied direclly 10 action
categories.

Implicit rules arc thoughl to be acquired through direct conlingency-shaping
(i.e., experience/training), but to be as yet not readily labeled or verbalized by
the c!Jild. An implicit rule can reflect the direct ttie relationships between dis-
criminative stimuli and responses under the control of contingent stimuli. When
implicit rules are verbalized by or for the child (in a reconstructive fashion), they
may become one foml of explicit rule. Explicit rules are thought 10 develop often
at a later phase in the chilo's verbal description of social interactions and may
emerge in a series of steps. Thus, a description of a given moral aClion may be a
preliminary form of its explanation, and later, when verbalizable, the explicit
rule may become discriminative to instrucl/controlthe occurrence of such moral
response classes. In turn, it is thought that such rules can be modified by a
change in the contingencies controlling the.underlying discriminative stimulus-
response relations. In this way. these explicit rules, acquired directly by social
conditioning (imitation, match-to-sample) or indirectly via mechanisms of Irans-
fer of training, response generalization or. as we shall see immediately below,
via explicit verbal illstmctiolls fro •••parents/adults, come 10 control moral-action
patterns.

Explicit rules are verbalizable statements of the child deriving from parental
instructions that specify appropriate behaviors in the particular context, or com-
mentary/rationale from parents Ihat specifies future, or labels concurrent, conse-
quences of an act during cOlltingency-govemed-response acquisition. A variety
of parental or teacher inslructions control moral behavior in the child's everyday
life. Indeed most of the conventional moral behavior of the child appears to be
learned from instructional cues (e.g .• directions. warnings) by others rather than
from direct experienced conlingency natural consequences of behavior. The
parenlal instruction merely signals Ihal consequences of a particular SOI'l arc
likely 10 follow certain courses of action. The statemenl of explicit rules is
probably (he most pervasive method parents use to instruct and train their child's
1I10rai aClions. Hule effecliveness depends primarily upon the child's previous
experience with consequences for following or not following such rules. If
stating a mle leads a child 10 function in accordance with that mle. and his
compliance is reinforced positively, after several repetilions it is likely Ihat the
procedure would be effective (Uijou. 1976).

For an explicit mle to be a<;quircd rapidly. these adult verbal inslmctions or
reflective cOlTllllenlaries Illay have 10 be cOllcurrent wilh one or more con-
tingently-shaped respons~ [rials. Parental explanalions and verbal reviews to the



chilLI (If the clle-respnnse-contingency seqllences (concurrently or immediately
aller the child has emitted a moral act), can accelerate Ihe process ofacquisitinn
of Ihe explicit rule. This method of reviewing verbally the ongoing moral act
with the child as well as the consequences of the act afler their occurrence, oflen
is more effective in training the child's moral behavior Ihan would be a complete
instructional set preceding a moral act in a new context for the child. In Slim, an
advantage of explicit verbal rules for training aspects of child moral behavior is
that such rules facilitate behavior coming under the (indirect) control of verbal
descriptions of conting~n~ies, often even more efficiently than when the re-
sponse in question is en ;: .ed and then actually followed by the direct environ-
mental contingencies.

It is thought that the 'x ,xlrtant feature of the explicit rule is that it substitutes
verbal discriminative sll1di for descriptions of typical consequences. Verbal
instructions from a par,:.",- or other prestigious figure can control the child's
behavior in contexts where the natural contingencies are ineffective or slow to be
effective. Thus, stating the rule will become a discriminative stimulus for the
action prescribed by the rule (Bijou 1976; Catania, 1984). This should be the
case particularly when those explicit verbal instructions arc given by a par-
ent/caregiver who ordinarily mediates reinforcing contingencies for diverse child
responses. Even so, it is difficult to conceive of effective instructional control by
a rule unbacked by at least occasional extrinsic-reinforcement contingencies. The
rule-governed behavior of the child, established by explicit verbal statements of
parents specifying consequences, also can become insensitive eventually to those
explicit instructions/statements when consequences do not maintain the behavior
of rule following. In many cases, it may be necessary for the child's moral
response to be reconditioned to the verbal discriminative stimuli by shaping with
direct consequences. In those cases, training by parents involving the child's
learning by doing-direct experience with direct consequences-could be more
effective than training by parent via explicit verbal instructions specifying the
contingencies for the behavior.

A few words will follow about the practical advantages of verbal instructions
from parents/adults in providing verbal stimuli that can come to control, first, the
child's behavior of folluwing instructions in a wide activity range (i.e .• gener-
alization), then to becoFlc effective in representing natural contingencies and 10
control diverse child be"r"'iors, including moral acts, through the life span.

Rule tramfer is a phenonlenon Ihat can occur when training stimuli and conse-
quences for the response a.e identical or very similar to those in anolher context.
The case with which such explicit rules are acquired is assumed to depend on Ihe
e",tenl to which the child has experienced similar moral rules in earlier learning.
Association value, meaningfulness, frequency, intensity and duration are some



of the variahles likely 10 affect Ihis process. When the transfer process is operat-
ing, Ihe acquisition of a given moral rule may affect Ihe acquisition of a second
such ruk. One of the mechanisms Ihat could accollnt for Ihis transfer of Icaming
is stimulus XCIlt'raliZlltion. under which a child's moral response, reinforced in a
particular discriminalive slilllulus conlexl, inilially lIlay occur also in contexts
similar to the original training conlext. In Ihose new contexls, Ihe initial response
occurrences may be reinforced, so Ihey mighl recur Ihere.

Nevertheless, children may show consistenl moral conduct if the range of
situalions thai they confronl is restricted to the original learning context or to
very similar sellings (Uartshorne & May, 1928). When selling is changed, the
child's moral behavior may become inconsislent. Thepallern of conduct differs
from one conlext to another when the discriminative context is different (i.e.,
discrimination). The presence of a particular discriminative event triggers the
rule that governs the behavior in question. In the same way, children learn to
discriminate different contingencies associated wilh different adults. Particular
adults can provide differential discriminative stimuli for reinforcement. The
child learns to respond differentially to adults (father, mother) depending upon
the behaviors that have been differentially reinforced by adults. The child's
moral behavior under the control of an adull's presence is a clear case of a
discriminated responding (under stimulus control). However, when there are no
supervising adults in particular contexts, the child's adherence to particular mor-
al practices would be a function of the similarity between the discriminative
stimulus controlling the response and the evenls present in the new context.
Stimuli that resemble the discriminative stimulusdemonslrate a functional capac-
ity to evoke members of the class of operant moral behaviors (i.e., generalized
responding).

With increases in developmental level of the child's behavior repertory, the
operant behavior termed moral changes systematically, in fonn and content, with
the discriminative stimuli that come to set the occasions for response occurrence
becoming more variegated and complex. These changes will, of course, confonn
to the moral practices and rules of the family and society. Actual changes in
children's moral judgments and actions will result from their consequences,
some of which strengthen (i.e., reinforce) new fonns of moral action while
other, unacceptable, fonns of moral behavior will be weakened or eliminated by
punitive consequences.

Ideally, the verbal judgment of the child should be studied under controlled
conditions. Such a verbal response has a history of antecedents and conse-
quences. and may be emilled concurrentlywith other potentially-relevant hehav-
ior indices. lIence, it should lend itself to experimental conlrol and an analysis
into causal and concurrenl variables could be profitable. As overt communicative



responses denoting end-of':~iOcess verhal judgments would resull from fealurcs
of Ihc antecedenl reasonin/'. ':rocess, thcy could constitule a heginning in cstah·
Iishing Ihe relationship be ',;en a range of stimulu.s conditions (c.g, mOlal'
dilcl1lmas) and rcsponscs -:: ~., a child's verhal judgmcnts). In this context,
llandura and McDonald (I) 'I) found Ihat children's judgmcntal responses arc
readily modifiahle, particu);:,!;y through the utilizalion of adull "modeling" cucs
(or reinforced matching-to-sample, as we interpret the process). While in-
terpretations of the meaning of these resulls have been controversial and the
theory behind them inadequate under the conceptions of an operant-learning
analysis (Gewirtz, 1971 b), Ihe implications of the data are clear-modes of
moral reasoning and verbal jUdgments are subject to social inOuence, and thus
may be modified in the very sellings in which they are solicited or emilled.

Piaget (1932) distinguished between two types of moral thought, effective
moral thought and verbal moral thought. Based on this distinction of Piaget and
the control that implicit and explicit rules could exercise over moral behavior,
there seem to be two different types of child's moral judgment (seen by many as
a type of reOective behavior). First, there is effectil'e moral judgment, controlled
by implicit moral rules. Piaget recognized that the child's moral experience is
buill up gradually by actions as the child comes in contact with his environment.
II is the effect of the environmental contingencies on the child's c1Tective moral
behavior that leads the child to form such implicit judgments, that can operate as
rules that will guide the individual on how to act in each particular context as
comes his way. Second,- there is verbal morai judgmeTII, bound to the former
effective moral judgment, which enables the child to evaluate his actions ex-
plicitly (i.e., verbal recognition of exposed relalionships.) This verbal overt
behavior appears whenever Il ;; child is called upon to judge verbally his or other
people's moral actions. Ev,r. when for the child verbal judgment docs constitute
a realization of hislher me ::.1 activity, the relationship between judgment and
action is very far from beil.( ,imple to observe and measure. When the child's
verbal moral judgment tur, ~ into an ubiquitous generalized response, we may
find that the response migi,t correspond neither with effective 1110raljudgment
nor with the child's moral actions.

Hence, a researcher may have trouble distinguishing between socio-moral
convenlional oehavior and idiosyncratic "true" moral behavior. When a child is
asked in a given situation for a moral judgment, slhe may just verhalize the
learned rule. Individuals typically conform to Ihe ideas and conventions they
have heen taught explicitly during socialization practices whieh orten emphasile
explanations for 1110ralacts. In making a distinction between socio-moral con-
ventional acts and "true" moral acls, we can' conceived that the fomler seems to
he governed hy the enforcement of parental or authority instructions andlor
social constraints, and the laller seems to be under the control of implicit rules
whichare derived exclusively from direct experience (self-generated) and are not
manifested verbally (see also Turiel & Smetana, 1984).



Another judgmenl Iype one can idl:nlify is "aba/ ;m;tu/;ve judgnrelll Ihal
Ilccurs when Ihe child is simply cllpying or malching his/her verbal slalemcnts IU
Ihose of an inlluenlial model, wilhoul necessarily opcraling under a moral rule.
Also, in olher inslances, we can idenlify thallhe child's moral judgmenls invulve
only I'aba/ exp/orutory responses, Ihat is, a child simply seeking approval or
avoiding disapproval from Ihe audience (e,g., an inlerviewer). Such responses
may he only verbal behavior and inconsislelll with his/her actions. Piagel (1932)
noticed Ihat verbal morality enlers whenever Ihe child is asked to judge Ihe
actions of others lhat do nol interest him/her or press Ihe child 10 verbalize
general principles underlying his/her acts. Neilher our behavioral approach nor
Ihe Piagel·Kohlberg lheory, asserts Ihallhe child's "reneclive moral reasoning"
in a hypothetical dilemma is invariably renecled or necessary presenl in real-life
moral aClion.

In lhe presenl chapler no inquiry was made inlo Ihe slruClure and mechanisms
of reasoning or judgmenl, on Ihe obvious basis Ihal any probing musl necessarily
be indirecl, and various modes of probing mighl lead 10 artifaclual conclusions.
An indireclmelhod relies mainly on lhe child's verbal explanations of lheir moral
judgmenls for possible aClions. Piagel (1929) recognized Ihese limilations when
he asserted thaI looseness inevitably all aches to the indirecl method, and after
three preliminary studies he was lefl with fragmenlary resulls that would have 10
be classified and interpreted in Ihe light of Ihe fresh delails 10 provide Ihe outline
of a psychology of childrcns's reasoning.

From James Mark Baldwin's (1911) lime, cognilive-developmenlal Iheorists
(piaget, 1932; Kohlberg, 1969, 1976, 1982) have defined ethicaJimoral slages in
Icmls of Ihe formal properties of moral judgment (that werc focused upon by
moral philosophers). As did Baldwin, his contemporaries John Dewey (Dewey
& Tufts, 1932) and Wm. McDougall (1908) also approached moral development
("moralization" to McDougall) as involving Ihe child moving Ihrough Icvels or
stages.not unlike Baldwin's and Kohlberg's approaches. Moreover, cognilive-
devclopmcnlal theorists have emphasized verbalizations 10 provide Ihe formal
propcr1ics of llIoral jUdgmcnts and reasoning, giving scant allention to moral
actiun/behavior per se, much less to Ihe socialization antecedents of llIural
action.

For his part, Kohlberg specifically followed Piaget (1932) on Ihe relation
between judglllenl and action. Thus, for Kohlbcrg (Kohlberg & Candee, 19!14)

. 1II00ai iudglllenl arises out of moral action ilself, although Ihere is no
single causal direction. A new stage of moral judgment may guide new behavior,
whereas a new aCliof] involving connict and choice Illay lead one to conslruct a
new stage of Illoral judgmellt (p. 53)." Kohlberg holds Ihal, ultimately, the



mediating judgments of deontic choice (what is morally right) and responsibility
(a UIllHllitment ·to act on one's deontic judgment) are the joint basis of moral
aClion.

In contrast, behavior-oriented theorists have routinely approached behav-
ior/action directly and reasoning/judgments to a lesser extent if at all (though
expressed reasoning and judgments are very much behaviors under a behavior
analylical conception). Ail action, moral behavior included, is approached as a
function of contempora..lcous and past environm<;ntal events, thus including al-
telltion to the factors ':(;l11prising socialization. With reference to the verbal
behavior denoting reaS(,.~:ilg and judgment, typically the assumption is made in
behavioral analyses tha., lS joint oUlcomes of the same process, a verbal judg-
ment (private or public) \I.'ould ordinarily be concurrent with a temtinal act of an
S-R (stimulus-response) chain or with an act occurring earlier in the S-R chain
leading to the action. In this frame, a complete process analysis of moraltenden-
cies must focus on moral overt-behavior action outcomes. An exception to this
norm is conceivable when a research allempts systematically to probe the bases
or reasons underlying either judgments or actions or the relations between rea-
sons/judgments and action.

The research by .Iartshorne, May, and their associates (Hartshorne & May,
1928; Hartshorne, May, & Maller, 1929; Hartshorne, May, & Shullieworth,
1930), which carne afler the conceptualizations of Baldwin and his contempo-
raries, is in contrast to their emphases on moral judgment as well as to the later
work on moral reasoning done by, and in the traditions of, Piaget and Kohlberg.
The researches of Hartshorne and associates emphasized overt moral behaviors
such as honesty, deceit, and self control, and concluded that moral behaviors
represented situational conformity to group norms and were also influenced by
the consequences of that behavior (for a review of that work, see Kohlberg,
1982, 1984 Ch. 7, 1987 Ch. 7.) We have noted that there is a substantial
difference in emphasis between the dependent variables used by cognitive-devel-
opmental theorists, namely those denoting verbal reasoning/judgment, and those
employed by behaviorai researchers, namely action. That distinction maintains
for the moral-developmcll research on prosocial phenomena in the moral realm,
under such labels as all.v.sm, empathy, virtue, and the like. In that segment of
the fIIoral area, behav J faction, not reasoning/judgment, receives the over-
whelming emphasis (sec. e.g., Hoffman, this volume; Eisenberg, Vol. 2, this
handbook).

The slaled moral judgment of the child in response to hypothetical moral
dilemmas can vary with the specific conlext and the child's history of experi-
ences. Research on the child's process of decision milking in hypothetical situa-
lIOns (i.e., the moral dilemmas), where the researcher describes an ambiguous
moral situation and asks the child to tell what she/he would do and why, neces-
~arily requires a separale analysis from whal the child's action would be in rea!
Iile circumslances. One reason for separating these analyses is that the predictive



validily of verhal judgmenls in hypolhelical silualions for aClion in real life
ciH:Ulllslances is for the most part unknown. If a repertoire of verhal moral
judgmcnts would already he present in Ihe child, a response generalizalion pro-
cesses 10 similar conte xIs mighl occur. On rhe olher hand, in actual silualions Ihe
child may ~espond quiel differcnlly since his/her behavior is a funclion of differ-
ent discriminalive slimuli which mighl lead him 10 differenl or unknown real
cunscqucnces (where there is no hislory of condilioning). lIere, lhc silUalional
conlext fur Ihe child's mural aClion is differenl from Ihe child's verbal responses
to hypolhelical moral dilemmas.

Behavior analytic mechanisms were proposed for the acquisition of moral aetion
in bolh pre-linguistic and verbal individuals, and of reasoning and aClion in the
laller. Kohlberg's poslulation that idenlification forms the basis for early rule
learning and Iherefore for laler moral reasoning and behavior was noled and
contrasled with pervasive imilaliun in the sucial-conditioning approach 10 moral
development. Internal schemes Ihat regulale aclion in Ihe cognitive-devclopmen-
lal theory were seen as fonns of rules that ean develop through instrumental
training and imitative mechanisms. Rule-governed moral behavior was dis-
tinguished from direct contingency-shaped moral behavior, and the role of each
type in social learning contrasled. A separale analysis distinguished bel ween
judgmenls uf hypolhelical moral dilemmas and moral aclion in life sellings.
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